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1. Introduction

bytwoclaims:
One pointofviewon consciousness
is constituted
No one has
The explanatorygap. Consciousness is a mystery.
ever given an account, even a highlyspeculative,hypothetical,
and incomplete account of how a physical thing could have
phenomenal states (Nagel 1974, Levine 1983). Suppose that
consciousness is identical to a propertyof the brain-say, activityin the pyramidalcells of layer 5 of the cortex involving
reverberatory
circuitsfromcorticallayer6 to the thalamusand
back to layers4 and 6-as Crick and Koch have suggestedfor
visual consciousness (Crick 1994). Still,that identityitselfcalls
out for explanation! Proponents of an explanatory gap disagree about whetherthe gap is permanent. Some (e.g., Nagel
naive person who is
1974) say thatwe are like the scientifically
told that matter= energy,but does not have the concepts required to make sense of the idea. If we can acquire these concepts, the gap is closable. Others say the gap is unclosable because of our cognitivelimitations(McGinn 1991). Still others
say that the gap is a consequence of the fundamentalnature
of consciousness.
No conceptual analysis. Some concepts are analyzable functionally,or in terms of the concepts of physics.Perhaps even
some mental concepts can be givenfunctionalor physicalanalyses.But consciousness is not one of these analyzableconcepts.
Further,this unanalyzabilityis no accident: any putativefunctional or physicalanalysiswould leave out allc fundamentalnaWe are gratefulto the followingpersons fortheirhelpfulcommentson
previous draftsof thispaper: Alex Byrne,David Chalmers,FrankJackson,
Joe Levine, BarryLoewer,and the editorsand refereesforthe Philosophical
Review.
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ture of consciousness. Because there is no conceptual analysis
of consciousness in physical or functionalterms,there is no
contradictionin the notion of a zombie that is a functional
duplicate-or even a microphysicalduplicate-of one of us,
but that has no consciousness at all.
Our main concern is withthe relationbetween these twoclaims:
specifically,with the relation between the claim that there is an
unclosable explanatorygap as a resultof the fundamentalnature
of consciousness and the claim thatthere is no conceptual analysis
of consciousness in functionalor physicalterms.It should be uncontroversialthat the firstentails the second, for if the concept of
consciousness were functionallyanalyzable,we could close the explanatorygap by showinghow that functionalrole could be physically implemented. What is more controversialis whether the
claim that there is no conceptual analysisof consciousness entails
that there is an explanatorygap that can never be closed. We will
call this position-that conceptual analysisis necessaryto close the
explanatory gap-the conceptual analysis thesis. It is shared by a
number of philosophers whose overall responses to the problem
of consciousness is otherwisequite different.For example,Joseph
Levine differson the metaphysicalconsequences of the explanatorygap fromFrankJackson and David Chalmers. Levine argues
that the gap is an epistemologicalone that is compatible withthe
thesis that facts about consciousness supervene on the physical
facts,while Jackson and Chalmers argue that the fact that there
can be no conceptual analysis of consciousness supports metaphysicaldualism: consciousness is neitheridenticalwithnor supervenienton the physical.We will be criticizingthe conceptual analysisthesisand the furtherclaim thatthe lack of a conceptual analysis of consciousness entails dualism. We will be paying more attentiorn
to the viewsshared by the proponents of these theses than
to theirdifferences.'
'Horgan 1984 (building on Lewis 1983) argues thata Laplacean demon
could figureout all the factsfrom the microphysicalfactsand meaning
constraints.Versionsof the viewthatfactsthatdon't involveconsciousness
follow a priori from physicsappear in Jackson 1993, 1994, 1995; Levine
1983, 1993; and Chalmers 1996. (Importantprecursorsare to be found in
Lewis 1966 and Nagel 1974.) Jackson 1994 is a variant of Jackson 1993.
Jackson1995 is a briefand lucid summaryof the same pointsin the context
of Jackson's "Mary" argument against physicalism.Two Ph. D. theses,
Byrne1993 and Chalmers 1993, cover much the same ground.
2
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2. The EpistemicVersion
The argumentsfor the existence of an explanatorygap between
the mental and the physical standardlyrely on thought experiments that purport to show that certain situations (for example,
the existence of a mindjust like mine withouta body,or of a body
in the same physical state as mine when I am feeling pain, but
withoutanyone feeling pain) are possible. But Levine emphasizes
thatthe metaphysicalintuitionson which such conclusions restare
controversial.His strategyis to argue for an explanatorygap on
more cautious assumptions-assumptions thatare compatiblewith
the truthof physicalism.The explanatorygap, he argues, is epistemologicalratherthan metaphysical:it is a gap in our understanding of how the physicalfactsmake the mental factstrue,a gap that
would not be closed even ifwe accepted the thesisthatthe mental
factsare made true by the physicalfacts.Levine's argumentmakes
use of the same kinds of thought experiments,but it takes them
to be about what is merelyconceivable or imaginable ratherthan
about what is metaphysically
possible. He claims thatconceivability
arguments,even if insufficientto establisha metaphysicalconclusion, can still show that a certain kind of explanation of mental
phenomena in termsof the physicalis unavailable.
AftersketchingLevine's argument,we will look closely at just
what is meant by conceivability,at the relation between conceivabilityand possibility,and at the relation between what is conceivable and what is compatible with conceptual truths.We will contrasttwo waysof understandingconceivability.On one, intuitions
about what is conceivable are at least as problematic and controversial as intuitionsabout what is metaphysicallypossible. On the
other,we willgrantthatthe case has been made fora conceivability
gap between the mental and the physical,but argue that conceivfor an explanatorygap.
abilityin this sense is insufficient
Both Levine and Jackson recognize and are responding to the
distinctionbrought out in Kripke 1972 between what is metaphysicallynecessary and what is a priori. Some necessary truths,such
as thatwater = H20, are not a priori truths,and so despite their
necessity,their truthcannot be established by analysisof the relevant concepts. We can imagine discoveringthatwateris something
other than H20, and so in a sense it is conceivable, even though
impossible, that water is not H20. The existence of necessary a
3
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posterioritruthsshowsthatthereis no simple and directpath from
the conceptual independence of consciousness and the physicalto
theirmetaphysicalindependence. As Kripkeemphasized, a posteriori necessitiesgive rise to an illusion of contingencythatneeds to
be explained away,but as Levine emphasizes, the fact that the appearance of contingencyis sometimesan illusion showsthe fragility
of intuitionsabout metaphysicalpossibilities.Levine in factrejects
the assumption that our intuitionsgive us access to metaphysical
reality,arguingthat "one's ideas can be as clear and distinctas you
like, and neverthelessnot correspond to what is in fact possible"
(1993, 123). It is for this reason that he wants his argument to
remain neutral on metaphysicalquestions, such as whether consciousness is in fact identical to pyramidalcell activity.But it is
between
essential to his argumentthat it bring out an asymmetry
the water/H20 case and the consciousness/pyramidalcell activity
case, since the point is to show thatphysicaltheorycannot explain
the phenomena of consciousness in the waythatit can explain the
behavior of water.
Levine's argumentrestson an account of how the explanatory
gap is closed in the paradigm cases of satisfactoryexplanation.
Consider the question,Whydoes waterboil when it is heated? Here
is a rough sketch of an answer: The molecular kinetic energyof
the H,0 molecules increases, causing more and more molecules
to escape fromthe liquid, formingbubbles withinthe liquid. The
average momentum of these molecules is a kind of pressure ("vapor pressure"), which increases as the temperatureincreases at a
rate dependent on the strengthof the bonds between molecules.
When the vapor pressure = the atmosphericpressure,bonds break
throughoutthe water,causing H20 vapor to escape fromthe surface and to formglobules that bubble up.
According to Levine, thisis a sketchof an adequate explanation
of whywater boils under certain conditions because it shows how
it can be deduced frommicrophysicsand chemistrythatwaterboils
in certainconditions.But since the word 'boil' is not a termof the
microphysicaland chemical theories,how is thisto be done? "The
problem," Levine says, "is that chemical theoryand folk theory
don't have an identical vocabulary,so somewhere one is going to
have to introduce bridge principles. ... We need a definitionof
'boiling' and 'freezing'thatbringsthese termsinto the proprietary
vocabularies of the theoriesappealed to in the explanation" (1993,
4
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131). With the help of such definitions we can deduce from chemistry and physics answers to questions stated in our ordinary folk
vocabulary. "On this view, explanatory reduction is, in a way, a twostage process. Stage 1 involves the (relatively? quasi?) a prioriprocess of working the concept of the property to be reduced 'into
shape' for reduction by identifying the causal role for which we
are seeking the underlying mechanisms. Stage 2 involves the empirical work of discovering just what those underlying mechanisms
are" (1993, 132).2
Levine of course recognizes that many of the required bridge
principles connecting folk with scientific vocabulary (such as that
water is H20, and that boiling is the particular microphysical process that it is) will not be analytic definitions: very often, what is
needed are the notorious necessary a posteriori truths. But Levine's original point was that metaphysical necessity alone would
not suffice to close an explanatory gap; his claim is that for explanation, we need a deductionof the phenomenon to be explained
from a lower level explanatory science, with the help of bridge
principles that are provided by a priori conceptual analysis-the
kind of conceptual analysis that cannot be given for consciousness.
We need to show, not just that it is impossible(given our scientific
theory) for water not to boil in the relevant circumstances, but that
it is inconceivablethat it not boil in those circumstances.
It is clear enough that the kind of explanation sketched above
removes any mystery about why water boils, but what reason is
there to think that conceptual analyses of 'water' and 'boiling' are
implicit in the story? It may be necessary that boiling is the particular physical process with which the explanation identifies it, but
if so, it is clearly necessary a posteriori. The stuffthey call 'water'
on Twin Earth does something Twin Earthians call 'boiling', but
XYZ does not therefore do what we call 'boiling'. Levine grants
that we cannot reason a priori from the existence of boiling water
2As is clear from this quotation, and also from other passages in this
paper, Levine has some reservationsabout the conceptual analysisthesis.
If one concedes that the analyses that resultfromthe process of working
ordinaryconcepts into shape for reduction are only relativelyor quasi a
priori,then (depending on how the qualificationsare developed) it may
be more plausible to assume that terms like 'water' and 'boiling' have
analyses. But it may at the same time become more plausible to say that
consciousness has an analysisof thiskind in physicalterms.

5
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to the existenceof H20 undergoing the particularphysicalprocess
that constitutesboiling, but he argues thatwe can reason a priori
in the other direction-from microphysicaltheoryand factto the
presence of water and the realization of the propertyof boilingand thatthisreasoningrevealsa contrastwiththe case of conscious
statesand brain processes.
Levine does not provide an actual analysisof boiling thatwould
supportthisclaim, but instead appeals to intuitionsabout conceivability."While it is conceivable that something other than H20
should manifestthe superficialmacro propertiesof water,as Kripke suggests,it is not conceivable, I contend, that H20 should fail
to manifestthese properties (assuming of course thatwe keep the
rest of chemistryconstant)" (1993, 128). Nothing (holding our
chemistryand physicsconstant) could conceivablybe H20 and not,
for example, boil under the appropriate conditions. Moreover,
nothing could conceivablyinstantiatethe molecular motions that
are actuallycharacteristicof water boiling (vapor molecules bubbling offthe surfaceof liquid H20) withoutbeing boiling.However,
according to Levine, one cannot say the analogous thing about
conscious statesand theirneural correlates.Even ifpain turnsout
to be perfectlycorrelated withpyramidalcell activity,
and even if
we decide that pain is (necessarily) pyramidalcell activity,
it will
remain possible (Levine contends) to conceive of pyramidalcell
withoutpain.
activity
But such claims about conceivabilityseem at least as fragileand
fallible as intuitionsabout what is metaphysicallypossible. What
exactlydoes it mean to say thatwe can conceive of somethingeven
if it may in fact be impossible? The intuitionthat we can make
sense of this is fueled by Kripke's cases of necessary a posteriori
truths:it is conceivable (even ifimpossible) thatwatershould turn
out not to be H20, or thatQueen Elizabeth II should be the daughter of Bess and Harry Truman (Kripke 1972). But as Kripke's discussion makes clear, these are cases of misdescribedpossibilities.
What we imagine, or conceive of, in these cases are genuine metaphysicalpossibilities-they are not just the possibilitiesthatwater
is somethingother than H20, or that Elizabeth herselfhas different parents. What lies behind Kripke's cases is the fact that the
meaning and reference of our terms depend on empirical facts,
factsthatwe mightbe ignorantor mistakenabout. What we conceive of when we conceive of a possibilitywe describe as one in
6
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which water is somethingother than H20 is a genuine possibility,
a possible world in which as speakers thereuse the term 'water' it
refersto somethingother than H20-and so somethingotherthan
water. (This is the firstof our two notions of conceivability.)Now
if,in describinga possible world,we stipulatethat all the factson
which the meaning and referenceof certaintermsdepend are the
same as they are in the actual world, then the possibilitywe are
describingwill of course be one in which those terms,as speakers
use them there,referto the same thingstheyreferto when we use
them. (We shall be making use of this point later.) So if we hold
physicsand chemistry,and the relevantparticularfactsfixed,we
can be sure we have a possible situationin which the expression
'water is boiling' (as used by us, or by them) expresses a truth.
Perhaps this fact shows a sense in which it is inconceivable that
(holding physicsand chemistryfixed) watershould not boil in the
relevantcircumstances,but thishas nothingto do withconceptual
between
analysis,and it will not show that there is any asymmetry
the H20/boiling case and the pain/pyramidalcell case. Grant,for
the moment,the metaphysicalthesisthatpain is (necessarily)identical to pca. Now consider a possible world in which the relevant
physicaltheoriesand circumstancesare held fixed (thatis, are stipulated to be the same as in the actual world). 'Pain', as we use the
term,obviouslyapplies to pca in thispossible world,but whatabout
'pain', as used by the people in thiscounterfactualworld?Can we
consistentlysay about such a possible world that the people in it,
who are physically
just like us, referwith'pain' to somethingother
than what we call 'pain?' It is not clear that we can, and if we
cannot, then thiswayof thinkingabout conceivabilitywithoutpossibilitydoes not show that pca withoutpain is conceivable, and so
does not show any asymmetry.
Here is a differentway of tryingto make sense of conceivability
withoutpossibility,one that ties conceivabilityexplicitlyto what is
compatible withconcepts: One mightsay that P withoutQ is conceivable if it is not possible to deduce Q fromP. using only logic
and conceptual truths(such as truthsthatfollowfromconceptual
analyses). Waterin the bathtubwithoutH20 in the bathtubis conceivable because one cannot deduce from a correct conceptual
analysisof waterthatit is H20. This is a purelynegativeconception
of conceivability(and so the term is somewhat misleading). One
might,forexample, conclude thatit is conceivable thatBill Clinton
7
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is identical with Newt Gingrich simplyon the ground that there
are no analytictruthsinvolvingthe proper names fromwhich 'Bill
Clinton is not Newt Gingrich' can be deduced.
Now on this account of conceivability,we thinkit will be right
to say that even if pain is in fact pca, pca withoutpain is stillconceivable, but on this account, Levine's argumentabout the water
boiling example won't work. Let C be a complete description,in
microphysicalterms,of a situationin whichwater (H20) is boiling,
and let T be a complete theoryof physics.Can one deduce from
T. supplemented withanalyticdefinitions,that H20 would boil in
circumstancesC? To see thatone cannot, suppose thatthe deduction is taking place on Twin Earth. The stuffthey call 'water' is
XYZ, and the process theycall 'boiling' is a process that superficiallyresembles boiling, but that involvesa differentphysicalprocess. Justas theywould say (truly), "Water is XYZ, and not H20
(and if there were H20, it wouldn't be water)," so theywould say
(truly), "If there were H20, and it were behaving like that, it
wouldn't be boiling." They could hardlydeduce 'H20 would boil
in circumstancesC' if on their meaning of 'boil', H20 can't boil
at all. (We assume that boiling is a natural kind concept. If you
don't agree, substitutesome other process term that does express
a natural kind concept.)
We don't really need a Twin Earth story to make our point.
Consider a person on actual Earth, who does not know the story
about how waterboils-perhaps she doesn't even know thatwater
is made up of molecules. One presentsher withthe theoryT, and
a description(in microphysicalterms) of a waterboiling situation.
Can she then deduce that if T is true and a situationmet conditions C, then the H20 would be boiling?No, since forall she knows
the actual situationis like the one on Twin Earth. Perhaps, if she
were told, or could figureout, that the theorywas actuallytrue of
the relevant stuffin her environment,she could then conclude
(using her knowledge of the observable behavior of the thingsin
her environment)that H20 is water,and that the relevantmicrophysicaldescriptionis a descriptionof boiling, but the additional
informationis of course not a priori,and the inferencefromher
experience would be inductive.
So we are not persuaded by Levine's argument,but we agree,
nevertheless,with his sketch of the kind of explanation required
forfactssuch as thatwaterboils. All we reject is the a priori,purely
8
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conceptual status attributedto the bridge principles connecting
the ordinarydescriptionof the phenomena to be explained with
its descriptionin the language of science. What is actuallydeduced
in such an explanation is a descriptionwhollywithinthe language
of science of the phenomenon to be explained. For this to answer
the original explanatoryquestion, posed in so-called folkvocabulary,all we need to add is the claim that the phenomenon described in scientificlanguage is the same ordinaryphenomenon
described in a differentway.But if the closing of an explanatory
gap does not require an a priori deduction of the folkdescription
of the phenomena, then it has not been shown thatunavailability
of a conceptual analysisof consciousness need be an obstacle to
the closing of the explanatorygap between consciousness and the
physical.
3. The MetaphysicalVersion
Levine's argument tries to use the conceptual analysis thesis to
bypassthe metaphysicalquestion about whetherthe mental supervenes on the physical.FrankJacksonand David Chalmers,in contrast,want to use the conceptual analysisthesisto supportthe claim
that there is a metaphysicalgap between mental and physical;it is
part of an argumentfor a kind of dualism,for the conclusion that
the facts about consciousness do not supervene on the physical
facts.Like Levine,Jackson and Chalmers are concerned with the
relation between ordinary pre-scientificterms-such as 'water',
'heat', and 'boiling'-and the termsof chemistryand microphysics, and withthe role of the latterin the explanation ofphenomena
described in ordinaryterms.Like Levine, theyrecognize thatstatements connecting the terms of the two kinds (such as that water
is H20) are oftenboth necessaryand a posteriori,and so are not
claims that can be justified on purely conceptual grounds. Thus,
theyagree withLevine that there is not in general any simple and
direct inference from the conceptual independence of terms to
the metaphysicalindependence of the propertiesexpressed by the
terms.It is agreed thatthe concepts expressed by 'water'and 'H20'
are independent even though theyname the same thing.But they
argue that even with a posteriorinecessities,the justificationfor
the claim of necessitymust be grounded in conceptual analysis.
They argue that one can give conceptual analyses of terms like
9
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'water' and 'heat', analyses that when conjoined with contingent
empirical microphysicalclaims are sufficientto deduce the a posteriorinecessities,and so to connect folkdescriptionsof phenomena withtheirscientificexplanations.Since the kind of conceptual
analysis that is available for terms like 'water' and 'heat' is not
available for the terms expressingphenomenal concepts, we can
conclude that physicalismis false: there is no metaphysicallynecessary connection between phenomenal consciousness and the
physical,and no possibilityof an explanation of phenomenal consciousness in physicalterms.
The metaphysicalthesisof physicalism,according toJackson,can
be defined as follows:any possible world thatis a minimalphysical
duplicate of our world is a duplicate simpliciterof our world. A
minimal physicalduplicate of a world is one that is indiscernible
fromthatworldwithrespectto all physicalobjects,properties,and
relations,and in addition contains nothing "extra," nothing that
is not required in order to be a physicalduplicate. The reason for
the minimalityrequirementis this:physicalistsmaygrantthe metaphysicalpossibilityof nonphysicalstuff-ghostlyectoplasm for example-and so maygrantthe possibilityof worldsthatare physical
duplicates of ours,but contain some nonphysicalstuffas well. Since
the thesis the physicalistwants to defend will be false in such possible worlds,the thesismust be formulatedto as to exclude them.
Jackson claims that it followsfromphysicalism,understood this
way,that "any psychologicalfactabout our world is entailedby the
physicalnature of our world" (1993, 131; our emphasis). Entailment, as Jackson uses the term, is to be understood as a metaphysicalrather than a logical relation: a set of premises entails a
conclusion if and only if it is metaphysicallynecessary that if all
propositionsin the premise set are true, then the proposition expressed in the conclusion is true. Since some entailmentsare not
a priori,Jackson recognizes that he needs additional argumentto
show that conceptual analysis of the mental in physical terms is
required fora defense of physicalism.AsJacksonsays,"Conceptual
analysisin the traditionalsense . . . is constitutedby a priorireflection on concepts and possible cases with an aim to elucidating
connections between differentwaysof describingmatters.Hence,
it mightbe objected, if we allow that some entailmentsare a posteriori,to demonstratean entailmentis conspicuouslynot to demonstratethe importance of conceptual analysis" (1993, 136). The
10
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main burden of Jackson's case is to provide this additional argument.
Jackson's centralexample will help to explain both the problem
and his solution to it,and we willkeep coming back to it. Consider
the fact that the earth is covered 60 percent by water.We should
be able to show,Jacksoncontends,thatthisfactis entailed a priori
by the microphysicalfacts,which means thatwe should be able to
deduce the statementthatthe earth is covered 60 percentbywater
from truthsstatable in the vocabulary of microphysics,together
withtruthsknowablebya priorireflection.Suppose we can deduce
"the earth is covered 60 percent by H20" fromthe microphysical
facts.Then we can conclude that the fact about water is entailed
(in Jackson's sense) by the microphysicalfacts (since it is metaphysicallynecessarythatwateris H20), but not thatthe entailment
is a priori.To draw thisfurtherconclusion, we need a conceptual
analysis that will mediate between claims about H20 and claims
about water.To illustratethe sortof conceptual analysisthatmight
do this,Jackson invitesus to "suppose that the rightaccount of
the semanticsof 'water' is thatit is a rigidifieddefinitedescription
meaning roughly'stuffwhich actuallyfalls from the sky,fillsthe
oceans, is odourless and colourless, is essential for life, is called
"water" by experts, . .., or which satisfiesenough of the foregoing"' (1993, 39). We will label the appropriate description,however the details are filled out, 'the waterishstuff',though in the
contextof the idea thatthe analysesare supposed to be functional
(in terms of roles), we will use the terminology'the water role'.
Using this abbreviationand an "actual" operator that rigidifiesa
description,the definitionof 'water' is as follows:water =df the
actual waterish stuff.3Now, the statement 'H20 = the waterish
3The rigidifying
operator worksas follows:the extension of 'the actual
F', in any possible world w, is the thingthat is the unique F in the actual
world. In an earlier draft,we used some jargon fromDavid Kaplan's work
on demonstrativesto representrigidifieddescriptions:"dthat[the F]" instead of "the actual F." Kaplan's device is ofteninterpretedas a rigidifying
operator,but as JimPryorand Alex Byrnereminded us, thismisrepresents
Kaplan's original intentionsin a way that is subtle, but importantfor the
general issue we are discussing.As Kaplan firstexplained it, 'dthat' is not
an operator on definitedescriptionsthatturnsthem into rigiddesignators
of the denotation of the description,but instead a semanticallycomplete
but context-dependentreferringterm. It is like a demonstrative'that'
whose use is accompanied by a pointinggesture,or a 'she' used in a contextthatsomehow makes salientone particularfemale.The descriptionin
11
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stuff'is a contingenta posterioritruth.Let us assume for the moment that it can be deduced a priorifrommicrophysics(withthe
help of other such definitionsfor the termsthat occur in the definition-a complicationwe willalso ignore forthe moment). Given
the definition,the statement'wateris the waterishstuff'is contingent, but a priori,since ifwe replace 'water' withits definitionin
this statement,the result will have the form the actual F = theF
(The reason 'the actual F = the F' is contingentis that it has a
rigiddesignatoron one side and a definitedescriptionon the other. In this it is like 'Grandma = the local bald thing'. Unlike the
latter,however,the rigid designatoris formed fromthe verydefinite description that appears on the other side, and that is what
makes the identitya priori.)
From H20 = the waterishstuff(microphysicaltruth)and water
= the waterishstuff(a priori truth),it followsby logic alone that
water = H20. So we can derive a priori fromthe two contingent
premises

(a) the earth is covered 60 percent by H20
(b) H20 = the waterishstuff
the contingentconclusion
(d) the earth is covered 60 percent by water.
The key is the a priori
(c) Water = the waterishstuff.
The strategy,
in effect,is to factorthe necessarya posterioristatement that water = H20 into two parts, a contingent statement
about H20 that is (assumed to be) derivable from microphysics
(H20 = the odorless,etc. stuff)and a contingenta prioristatement
that can be justifiedby conceptual analysis (water = the odorless,
etc. stuff).
Why can't the consciousness facts be shown to follow a priori
from the microphysicalfactsin a parallel way?Both Jackson and
Chalmers, like Levine, rely on conceivabilityarguments to cast
bracketsfollowingthe 'dthat' should be understood,not as a constituent
of the sentence, but as a substitutefor the contextualfeaturesthatdo the
job of fixingthe reference-a bit of stage directionratherthan a part of
the dialogue. See Kaplan 1989, 578ff.for a discussion of the contrastbetween these two interpretations
of 'dthat'.
12
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doubt on the hypothesisthat there could be analyticdefinitions,
in physicalterms,of the expressionswe use to describe our phenomenal experience. There is, for example, Jackson's famous
thought experiment about Mary, a neuroscientistwho has been
raised in a black and white room, and so has had no visual experience of colors such as red. She has learned all the relevantphysical factsabout color and about the physiologyof color vision,but
is still ignorant of what it is like to see red. It would be highly
implausible to suppose thatshe mightcome to knowwhat it is like
to see red by engaging in some conceptual analysis and logical
deduction. Then there are the philosophical zombies. Chalmers
and othersargue thatthere does not seem to be any contradiction
in the concept of a zombie-a creature that is functionallyand
physically
just like us, but that has no consciousness.
The considerationsthatJacksonand Chalmers appeal to can be
used to argue directlyfor the metaphysicalpossibilityof zombies,
and so for the falsityof physicalism,bypassingany consideration
of conceptual analysisor reductiveexplanation. But as Levine emphasized, the metaphysicalintuitionsare controversial.It is much
less controversialto break the argumentinto twosteps:first,to use
the intuitionsto support only the judgment that the concept of
consciousness cannot be given an analyticdefinitionin functional
or physical terms, and second, to argue from this to the metaphysical conclusion, using the general thesis that conceptual independence implies metaphysicalindependence. We agree that,
independentlyof this kind of argument,the hypothesisthat zombies are metaphysically
possible has considerable prima facie plausibilitythat needs to be explained away if the hypothesisis to be
rejected. (See Nagel 1974 and Hill 1997 for attemptsto explain it
away that seem to us promising.) But our project here is not to
explain away this controversialintuition,but to rebut the second
stage of the argumentthat attemptsto derive the hypothesisfrom
the unanalyzabilityof the concept of consciousness.
4. A Reason for Doubting the Premise about A PrioriAnalysis
Jackson and Chalmers argue that a priori conceptual analysisin
terms of basic physics (microphysics,in the terms that Chalmers
uses and we will adopt) is required for a defense of the thesis of
physicalism,and for the possibilityof a physicalistexplanation that
13
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closes the explanatorygap. Since the concept of consciousnesscannot be given such an analysis, the explanatory gap cannot be
closed. But what is their argument
that a priori conceptual analysis
is required to close such a gap? What is offeredis not an argument
for this, but examplesthat show that if a conceptual analysisof a
certain kind were alwaysavailable, then we could use these conceptual analysesto account for the necessarya posterioritruthsof
reductiveexplanation. We have no quarrel with this conditional.
What we doubt is that these conceptual analyses are very often
available. They show that their model of reductive explanation
mightbe right,not that it mustbe right.
Might a real explanatory gap be closed without a conceptual
analysisof the termsin which the explanatoryproblem is posed?
Consider how the explanatorygap was closed in the case of life.
Famously,it was once thoughtthatthe explanation of liferequired
appeal to some kind of vitalforce.How was thisidea rejected?One
might tryto analyze life a priori in terms of reproduction,locomotion, digestion, excretion, respiration,and the like, and then
give furtheranalysesof these terms,eventuallygroundingthe functionsin microphysicalterms.But one doesn't have to be a Quinean
who rejects all a priori analyses to see that this one is hopeless.
Note firstthat 'digestion', etc. are not terms of microphysics.In
fact,not a single example of an analysis of a non-microphysical
term in termsof microphysicsis given by eitherJackson or Chalmers. The most plausible candidates for a priorianalysesare ones
in which analysandand analysanduminvolvethe same "family"of
terms.Further,nothing in the concept of life rules out the possibilitythattherecould be livingbeings thatare immortal,and don't
reproduce, that are tree-like(so don't locomote), get theirenergy
by electromagneticinduction (so don't digest or excrete), and
have no need for any substance in the air (so don't respire). Perhaps such possible beings take in chemicals fromthe soil but use
all that theyabsorb so don't excrete any residue. Perhaps the defkind: life =df the actual proinitionwill be of the reference-fixing
cess that realizes the relevantcluster of functions.But is it really
plausibly a priori that actual living things reproduce, locomote,
large set of these)?
digest,excrete,and respire (or any sufficiently
For example, can't we imagine an alternativehistoryin whichphysiologists discover that the humans don't do any digestion themselves-rather, our stomachs contain insects that digest our food
14
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for us, excretingwaste productswhich are exactlywhatwe need to
live.
More relevantly,it is doubtfulthatfulfillingany set of functions
is conceptuallysufficient
forlife.A movingvan locomotes,processes
fuel and oxygen, and excretes waste gasses. If one adds a miniaturized moving van factoryin the rear, it reproduces. Add a TV
camera, a computer,and a sophisticatedself-guiding
computerprogram, and the whole systemcould be made to have more sophistication,on many measures, than lots of livingcreatures.
These examples suggestthat no a priori functionalanalysishas
much to do withthe closing of the explanatorygap in the case of
life. Still,the explanation of how livingcreaturescan carryout the
functionsused to characterizelife is part of the storyof how the
gap was closed. For example, the discoveryof the physicalmachinery of reproductionby Watson and Crick no doubt was a gap narrower.More generally,it seems reasonable to thinkthat the story
of the closing of the explanatorygap about life takes something
like this form: There are some paradigm cases of living things,
including some that are quite simple. (We need not assume that
it is a conceptual
truththat even the paradigm cases of livingthings
are alive.) We understand completely how some of the simpler
formsof lifework.We have reason to thinkthatmore complicated
livingthingswork by similarprinciples,and see no bar, in principle, to our extending our explanations of simple livingthingsto
all formsof life. This particularmodel may not apply verywell to
consciousness,but the example of life does seem to us to illustrate
how an explanatorygap can be closed withoutthe sort of conceptual analysisthatJackson and Chalmers argue is required. Closing
the explanatorygap in the case of life has nothing to do withany
analyticdefinitionof 'life', but ratheris a matterof showinghow
livingthingsaround here work.
Jackson's and Chalmers's examples of conceptual analyses fall
into two categories.Chalmers givesan example of reproductionas
the production of a certainkind of copy.Perhaps a correcta priori
functionalanalysiscan be constructedalong these lines. Chalmers
does not fillin "certain kind," so we are given no reason to expect
an analysis.But we verymuch doubt that any analysisin microphysical terms
will be forthcoming.
The second categoryis that of a priori reference-fixing
definitions,as withthe example of 'water'. The functionalanalysisdoes
15
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not give the meaning of the term in the ordinary sense, but is
neverthelesssupposed to be a priori and part of the "semantics"
of the term and the concept, recoverable by anyone who understands the term, or possesses the concept. To rehearse Gareth
Evans's example (1982, 31), to illustratethe pattern,we mightuse
'Julius'as an abbreviationfor the actual inventorof the zipper. A
conceptual analysisof the term Julius' thatis available in principle
to anyone who understandsthat termwill reveal thatJulius,if he
exists,inventedthe zipper.
Julius', of course, is a highlycontrivedexample, as are all clear
examples of such reference-fixing
definitions.Even if descriptions
play an essential role in fixingthe reference of a name, there is
no reason whytheymustbecome part of the semanticsof the name
in thisway.The point has long been a familiarone; it was the main
thesis of Kripke 1972 that ordinaryproper names are not like 'Julius'. All of the examples of the second of Kripke's three lectures
are directed at the refutationof a reference-fixing
version of the
descriptiontheoryof names. Suppose we consider,not 'Julius',but
'Kevin'. This name was introduced-acquired its reference-in an
act of dubbing thatinvolveda definitedescription.The proud but
pedantic new parent said, "Let 'Kevin' be the name of the baby in
the thirdcrib fromthe right." One mightargue that Kevin's parent, at the moment of the act of dubbing, had a prioriknowledge
that Kevin was the baby in the thirdcrib fromthe right (though
we thinkeven thisis doubtful),but it is clear thatthe information
is quicklylost,and is not somethingthat can be extractedby competent users of the name fromtheirunderstandingof it. Perhaps
the semanticsof 'water' is more like 'Kevin' than it is like Julius',
in which case thereis no wayto fillin the details of 'the waterrole'
so that it is a conceptual truththatwater occupies the waterrole.
And of course it is even more doubtful that any such analysisof
the waterrole would be both a conceptual truthand be an analysis
in microphysicalterms.
In sum, we have strongreason to doubt that reductiveexplanations that close explanatorygaps depend on the kind of a priori
conceptual analysesthatLevine,Jackson,and Chalmers appeal to.
5. Uniqueness
Let us look a bit more closely at the supposed conceptual truth
thatwater = the waterishstuff.Recall that 'the waterishstuff'ab16
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breviatesan appropriate cluster of descriptionsof the superficial
propertiesof water by which it is commonlyidentifiedby competentusers of the term,somethinglike "the stuffthatfallsfromthe
sky,fillsthe oceans, is odourless and colourless,is essentialforlife,
is called 'water' by experts ...,

or which satisfies enough of the

foregoing."Now the assumptionthatH20 is a waterishstuffis not
enough to ensure that HO = water,for there might be other
waterish stuffstoo. For Jackson's pattern of argument to go
through,H2O mustbe theunique waterishstuff.But we don't want
our definitionto rule out the possibilitythat there are other waterishstuffselsewherethatare unrelated to our applicationsof the
concept of water,for example, XYZ on twin earth (where here,
twinearth is not regarded as a counterfactualpossibility,but as a
distantpart of our universe). So the water role must include an
indexical element,which we can specifyby adding 'around here'.
Then our definitionof 'water' is: water = the actual (unique) waterishstuffaround here. (The indexical condition is independent
of the rigidifying
operator.) And the relevantconceptual truthwill
be a version of (c):
(c) water = the (unique) waterishstuffaround here.
Then the overall argument says that the two microphysicalfacts,
(a) that H20 covers 60 percent of the globe, and (b) that H20 =
the waterishstuffaround here, togetherwiththe conceptual truth
(c), logicallyimply (d) that water covers 60 percent of the globe.
Since (c) is a conceptual truth,the entailmentof (d) by (a) and
(b) can be established a priori. That is, since it is a conceptual
truththatwater = the actual waterishstuffaround here, it is also
a conceptual truththatwater = the waterishstuffaround here. So
from (b) we can move a priorito: water = H20, and from (a) and
(b), we can move a priori to (d).
We doubt that there is a wayto spell out 'waterish'so that (c) is
a conceptual truth,and we doubt furtherthat any remotelyplausible analysiswould get to firstbase when substitutedin (b) as a
truthof microphysics;but even if we set this issue aside, there is
an additional problem with the argument:Even if 'water' can be
given such a definition,the uniqueness assumptionin the description throwsdoubt on the claim that premise (b) of the argument
is a microphysicalfact.
If 'waterish' is spelled out so that it is a conceptual truththat
17
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only a physical stuffcan be waterish,then it will perhaps be a
microphysicalfactthatthereis onlyone waterishstuffaround here.
But for at least some names for substances or propertiesthat are
in fact physical,the reference-fixing
definitionmight be a functional one that did not exclude on conceptual grounds the possibilitythat the substance or propertybe nonphysical. Consider a
differentexample: at one time, heat was thought to be a fluid
substance,caloric. Imagine an alternativescientifichistoryin which
the caloric theory coexisted with the observation that molecular
kinetic energygoes up and down, covaryingwith influxand outflow of heat. The theory might have arisen that what we might
ahistoricallycall "ghost heat" was correlatedwithbut not identical
to molecular kinetic energy.Let us define 'heatish' by analogy to
'waterish'.A heatish stuffsatisfiesmost of a list of propertiessuch
as: produces sensationsof warmth,4makes waterboil when added,
makes water freeze when taken away,is called 'heat' by experts.
Then the comparable claim to the one being discussed would be:
the (unique) heatish stuffaround here is mean molecular kinetic
energy.But the claim that mean molecular kinetic energy = the
(unique) heatish stuffaround here is not a purelymicrophysical
claim, since it rules out the possibilitythat ghost heat is also a
heatish stuffaround here.
Applyingthispoint toJackson'sargument,we can't move a priori
frommicrophysicsto the claim thatwatercovers 60 percent of the
earthbecause thereis a world (considered as actual) in whichsome
of what counts as water is ghost water,so even if H20 covers 60
percent of the earth in thatworld,what theycall 'water'will cover
more. Further,we can't move a priori to 'H20 covers at least 60
percent of the earth' because ghost substancescould increase the
surface area of the earth, or alternatively,
cover some of the H20,
puttingit below the surface.
4We will ignore the fact that reference-fixing
definitionsof termslike
'heat' mightbe expected to contain such a referenceto sensations.
5Chalmersacknowledgesa "minor complication" (1996, 40), that"negative facts" do not followa priorifrommicrophysics.A positivefactin W
is defined as a fact that holds in everyworld that contains W as a proper
part. We are skepticalabout the use of 'proper part' as a relationbetween
worlds.We understandpossible worlds as waysthingsmightbe. What is a
proper part of a way thingsmightbe? To the extentthatwe get a grip on
the notion,we doubt that there are any positivefacts.
18
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Recall that Jackson's definitionof physicalismrecognized the
possibilityof a world thatis a microphysicalduplicate of the actual
world,while also containingsome additional nonphysicalsubstances and properties.In response, a "nothing but" condition is built
into the definitionof physicalismby requiring for the truth of
physicalismonly that minimalphysical duplicates of the actual
world be duplicates simpliciter.
But the need for this qualification
presupposes that the "nothing but" condition is not something
that is entailed by microphysicsitselfthat is, it is not a claim of
microphysics
that our world is a minimal physical duplicate of itself To

take the "nothing but" condition to be an implicitclaim of microphysics would be to build the thesis of physicalisminto microphysics,

whichphilosopherssuch asJacksonand Chalmers,who rejectphysicalism, should be reluctant to do. They reject physicalism,not
microphysics.The truthof what physicistswritein textbooksdoes
not depend on the mind-bodyproblem. Even if it is a microphysical factthatH20 is a waterishstuffaround here, it is not a microphysicalfact that it is thewaterishstuffaround here.
Reacting to this point,Jackson remarked (personal communication) that the medical professionwould be outraged at the idea
that theyhave failed to show that fairiesdon't cause cancer. True
enough. We also think that the physicsprofessionhas sufficient
reason to rule out the existence of ghost heat. But we are making
a point,not about whatit is reasonable forscientiststo believe,but
about what can be deduced a priorifromtheirtheories.The kind
of causal overdeterminationthatone would have to hypothesizeto
reconcile either ghost heat or fairiesthat could cause cancer with
accepted theorieswould have not a shred of scientificplausibility,
but thisjudgment is quite compatible withthe claim that there is
no logical derivationfrommedical science (or thermodynamics),
togetherwith conceptual truths,of the absence of such nonphysical overdeterminingcauses.
Our hypothesesabout "ghost" properties-redundant nonphysical phenomena-are obviouslycontrived,but theyare relevantto
the issue, since on the dualist view of consciousness thatJackson
and Chalmers support,consciousness is a kind of ghost propertysomethingthatis either epiphenomenal or a propertywithredundant overdetermininginfluence on the physicalworld. We argue
that hypothesesabout ghost propertiesare ruled out on empirical
methodological grounds, rather than by conceptual analysis.The
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same kind of methodological considerationsmightbe used to argue against dualism about consciousness.
In section 1, we noted the distinctionbetween what can be deduced a priorifrommicrophysicsalone and what can be deduced
a priori from microphysicsaugmented by the claim that certain
microphysicalentitiesare the referentsof ourwords.We noted that
one cannot move a priorifrommicrophysicsalone to the conclusion that H20 boils, since one mightnot know thatwater is H20.
If one's 'water' picked out XYZ instead of H20, then one's 'boil'
would pick out a kind of thing that happens to XYZ when it is
heated enough rather than the superficiallysimilar behavior of
heated H20. This point also applies in the currentconsufficiently
text. One cannot move a priori from microphysicsalone to the
claim that there is water around here. The problem cannot be
evaded by appeal to the formula"Add indexicals to microphysics."
There mightbe both H20 and XYZ around here. What has to be
added to microphysicsis somethingthat has the upshot that our
term 'water' refersto H20, and it is not clear thatthiscan be done
withoutsimplyassumingthatthe microphysicalfactsdeterminethe
referentialfacts,an assumptionthat is no part of microphysics.
We have argued that the assumption that there is at most one
waterishstuffaround here is essentialto the argument,and thatit
cannot be extractedfrommicrophysics.The argumentmightstill
workifwe could deduce thispropositioninstead fromthe alleged
conceptual truth (c) water = the waterishstuffaround here. As
noted above, when 'water' is replaced by its definition,(c) is seen
to have the form'the actual F = the F', a formof a statementthat
is said to be knowable a priori,but neverthelessto express a contingent proposition. Consider the analogy mentioned earlier to
'Grandma = the local bald thing'. This is obviouslycontingent,
since Grandma mightnot have been bald and someone else might
have been the local bald thing. But 'the actual local bald thing',
like 'Grandma', is a rigid designatornaming Grandma. So it isjust
as contingent that the actual local bald thing = the local bald
thing. Though contingent,it is also a priori,since the rigid designatoris formedfromthe same definitedescriptionthatappears
on both sides of the identitysign. If it designates anything,both
occurrences designate the same thing.But what if,in fact,there is
no unique local bald thing?Then the reference fixingfails,and
no contingentproposition is expressed. In this case, what is the
20
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statusof the statement?We mightsay thatwhen uniqueness in fact
fails,the statementthat the actual F = the F is not true, since it
expresses no proposition at all. All that is reallya priori is this: if
there is a unique F, then the actual F = the F. Alternatively,
we
mightstipulatethat 'the actual F = the F' (and therefore(c)) shall
be true anywayin this case. But then, although the statementcan
be known a priori,it doesn't implythat there is a unique F. The
upshot is that if,in Jackson's derivation,we replace (b), whichwe
have argued is not a microphysicalclaim, with the weaker claim
thatH20 is a waterishstuffaround here, then therewillbe no way
to derive the conclusion from the premises. Even if it is a priori
thatwater,ifthere
is sucha thing,is the unique waterishstuffaround
here, thatwon't sufficeto get out of microphysicsthe conclusion
thatwatercovers 60 percent of the earth.
The possibilityof additional waterishstuffthat is nonphysicalis
not, perhaps, to be taken too seriously,but it is not so implausible
to imagine the discoverythat even though water was believed to
be the unique waterishstuff,in fact there turn out to be two or
more different(physical) kinds of waterishstuff.What should we
say in such a case? If it is a definitionaltruththat water = the
actual unique waterishstuffaround here, then we should have to
conclude that there is no such thing as water,and set about to
constructa new definition.This is one possible response,but there
are others,and choosing between them seems to be a decision that
will be driven by empirical and theoretical considerations. We
mightdecide that the kind term partiallydenotes both occupants
(see Field 1973 on 'mass'). Another possibilityis that we should
regard the term as a non-kindterm denoting a disjunctiveproperty,the disjunctionof the two items.A thirdpossibilityis thatwe
should regard the kind term as denoting the rolepropertyshared
by the two items rather than the fillersof the role. In any actual
case, the mattermay be decided by the relevantdetails. It is a part
of the semanticsof natural kind termsthat theyare natural kinds,
but it may also be part of the semanticsof these termsthat thisis
a defeasible condition. What is not plausiblypart of the semantics,
somethingwe all know in virtue of knowingour language alone,
is what to say in all the myriadcases in which the defeasible condition is defeated. In these cases, whatwe should saywill no doubt
be dictated by principlesof "simplicity,"conservativeness,etc.
These issues often arise in medicine where disease names are
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used to denote the fillerof a role on the assumption that there is
a single filler.Then it is discovered thatthere are manyfillers.For
example, the term 'rheumatism'was once used to mean a disease
characterizedby pain in the joints or muscles thatwas caused by
the flowof an evilfluidwhichflowedfromthe brain to the affected
parts of the body. The term comes from the Greek 'rheuma',
meaning a waterydischarge, but the use of the term described
here dates from the seventeenthcentury.The term was used for
very differentdiseases, including rheumatic fever,arthrosis,and
arthritis(which is itselfa term that covers differentdiseases, some
caused by infection,some by autoimmune problems,and another
by wear and tear). As it slowlydawned on the medical community
that the cases lumped under that term had nothing in common
but the symptoms,the name was used to denote the syndrome
itself.Many disease names-'lumbago', for example-follow this
course.
The contrastmentioned above between a disjunctivekind and a
role propertyis important to the point we are making about
uniqueness. If we took 'jade' to denote a disjunctivenon-kind,we
would take it to denote the disjunction of jadeite and nephrite,
the two typesof jade. If instead we took 'jade' to denote a role
property,we would take it to denote a clusterof superficialproperties such as a certain color, weight,hardness, shapeability,and
the like. Or perhaps it should be construed as the propertyof
havingmost of the elementsof the cluster.What is it forsomething
to be jade? Is it to have the propertyof being eitherjadeite or
nephrite?Or is it to have a certain color (greenish whitish),etc.?
We are not sure. If we discovered a new substance that had those
superficialproperties,wouldn't that be a new kind ofjade? If so,
or if it is indeterminate,then the disjunctiveanalysisis not right.
Our point doesn't require making up our minds about jade or
disease names. All we need is these two assumptions:first,there is
a real distinctionbetween disjunctiveproperties,such as the property of being either jadeite or nephrite, and superficial cluster
properties,such as the propertyof having a certainweight,hardness, color, etc.; second, in some cases in which the paradigm examples of some putativenaturalkind termturnout to be members
of two or more quite differentnatural kinds,it would be rightto
take the term to denote the superficialproperty,or to have indeterminatereference.If it could, for all that is built into the con22
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cept, have turned out that 'water' referredto anywaterishstuff,or
that 'water' had indeterminatereference,then this is enough to
show thatwe should not regard it as a piece of conceptual analysis
thatwater is the actual waterishstuffaround here.
We have been criticizingthe idea that there is anywayto specify
an appropriate meaning for 'waterish' or 'heatish' so that it is a
conceptual truth that water = the actual unique waterish stuff
around here or thatheat = the actual unique heatish stuffaround
here. The criticismhas depended on the issue of what we should
thinkif there turnsout to be two differentrole fillers.But the fact
that these are not conceptual truthscan be seen another way,by
a considerationof whywe usuallythinkthatthere is onlyone filler.
The suppositionthatit is a conceptual truththatheat = the actual
unique heatish stuffaround here is incompatible with the actual
practice of scientificreduction.The claim thatheat and molecular
kinetic energy are dual occupants of the same role is not false
because it falls afoul of the concept of heat. The view that heat
and molecular kineticenergyare two ratherthan one is not contradictoryor conceptuallyincoherent.It is false,and can be shown
to be false by attentionto certainmethodological principleswhose
power and importanceare widelyacknowledgedeven ifno one has
ever been able to formulatethem precisely.We referto the set of
methodological principles that are usually invoked with the misleading name 'simplicity'.
6. Digression on "Simplicity"
Levine,Jackson,and Chalmers suppose that the gap between descriptionsin terms of microphysicsand descriptionsin terms of,
for example, 'water' and 'heat' is filled by conceptual analysis.A
deep inadequacy in this view is revealed by the role of methodological considerationsin our actual decisions about such matters.
Whydo we suppose thatheat = molecular kineticenergy?Consider the explanation given above of whyheatingwatermakes it boil.
Suppose that heat = molecular kineticenergy,pressure = molecand boiling = a certainkind of molecular
ular momentumtransfer,
motion. (We are alluding to an empirical identityclaim, not the a
prioribehavioral analysisconsidered earlier.) Then we have an account of how heating waterproduces boiling. If we were to accept
mere correlationsinstead of identities,we would only have an ac23
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count of how somethingcorrelatedwithheating causes something
correlatedwithboiling. Further,we maywishto knowhow it is that
increasingthe molecular kineticenergyof a packet of watercauses
boiling. Identitiesallow a transferof explanatoryand causal force
not allowed by mere correlations.Assumingthat heat = mke, that
pressure = molecular momentumtransfer,
etc. allowsus to explain
factsthatwe could not otherwiseexplain. Thus, we are justifiedby
the principle of inferenceto the best explanation in inferringthat
these identitiesare true.
If we believe that heat is correlated with but not identical to
molecular kineticenergy,we should regard as legitimatethe question of whythe correlation exists and what its mechanism is. But
once we realize thatheat is molecular kineticenergy,questionslike
thiswill be seen as wrongheaded.
Suppose one group of historiansof the distantfuturestudies
Mark Twain and another studies Samuel Clemens. They happen
to sit at the same table at a meeting of the American Historical
Association.A briefcasefallsopen, a listof the eventsin the lifeof
Mark Twain tumbles out and is picked up by a studentof the life
of Samuel Clemens. "My Lord," he says,"the eventsin the life of
Mark Twain are exactlythe same as the eventsin the lifeof Samuel
Clemens. What could explain this amazing coincidence?" The answer,someone observes, is that Mark Twain = Samuel Clemens.6
Note that it makes sense to ask for an explanation of the correlation between the twosets of events.But it does not make the same
kind of sense to ask for an explanation of the identity.Identities
don't have explanations (though of course there are explanations
of how the two terms can denote the same thing). The role of
identitiesis to disallow some questions and allow others.
This point about identitiesis relevantnot only to identitytheorists,such as Smart,who identifymental propertieswithphysiological propertiesof the brain, but also to functionalistswho identify
mental propertieswithfunctionalproperties,arguingthattheyare
realized by,ratherthan identicalwith,physiologicalor (ultimately)
microphysicalproperties.The functionalistmakes identityclaims
too-that mental propertiesare functionalproperties-and we ar6One of us heard this storysomewhere,but we don't knowwhere (see
Block 1978).
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gue that such claims mightbe a posterioriclaims thatare justified
on methodological ratherthan conceptual grounds.
Smart (1959) asked the question of whatshowsthatpain is identical to a brain process as opposed to merelycorrelatedwithit. He
invoked methodological considerations of the sort mentioned
above (avoiding "nomological danglers," he said). Let's lump such
methodological considerations together under the unfortunate
heading 'simplicity'.In a paper that inspiredJackson and Chalmers, Lewis (1966) argued that simplicitywas not needed-our
concepts are enough. The considerations mentioned here favor
Smart over Lewis.
7. A DifferentKind of Analysis?
We have been arguing against the plausibilityof a certain kind of
conceptual analysisof terms like 'water' and 'heat'. Jackson and
Chalmers would reply,we suspect, that theyhave no commitment
to any particularconceptual analysis,and so theirgeneral point is
not affectedby argumentsagainst the plausibilityof any particular
analysis,or pattern of analysis.But, theywould insist,there must
be some kind of analysis."Of course any view about how 'water'
gets to pick out what it does will be controversial.But it is incredible thatthere is no storyto tell. It is not a bit of magic that'water'
picks out what it does" (Jackson 1993, 42 n. 25). Our replyis that
of course there must be a storyto be told (whetherphysicalismis
true or not) about how 'water' comes to refer to water,but we
need not assume that the storyinvolvesa conceptual analysisin
microphysicalterms,or that the storyis one that is available a
priori to all competent users of the word 'water'. We suggested
above that the storyto be told mightbe the kind of account that
Kripkeargued should be givenforproper names;Jacksonsuggests,
at one point,thathis argumentcould accommodate such a storythat it is just another kind of conceptual analysis."If you prefera
causal-historicaltheory,"he says,"you would have to replace [the
second premise, (b), of the argument]by somethinglike 'It is H20
that was (the rightkind of) causal origin of our use of the word
"water""' (1993, 42 n. 25).
According to this suggestion,the argumentpatternwould now
be somethinglike this:
(a) 60 percent of the earth is covered withH20.
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(b') H20 is the stuffthat plays the rightkind of causal role in
explaining our use of the word 'water'.
(d) Therefore,60 percent of the earth is covered withwater.
The assumption must be that the inferencefrom (a) and (b') to
(d) is now mediated by the followingconceptual analysis:
(c') Water is the stuffthat plays the rightkind of causal role in
explaining our use of the word 'water'.
Even granting,forthe moment,that (b') is a truthof microphysics,
there is a problem: (c'), of course, is not a conceptual analysisof
'water'. It conveysno informationabout the meaning of the word
'water' that distinguishesthat word from any other that names a
liquid. If thereis a gesturetowarda conceptual analysisof anything
in the allegedlya priori (c'), it is an analysisof reference,or meaning, and itwould be thisonlyifthe phrase "the rightkind of causal
role" is taken (as we assume Jackson intends) as shorthand to be
filledin witha substantiveaccount of what the rightkind of causal
role is. But what reason is there to thinkthat the storyto be told
about the relation that constitutesreferenceor meaning is a conceptual analysis (in microphysicalterms), or is true a priori?7
Suppose we were to grantthat there mustbe an a prior conceptual analysisof referencein physicaltermsto be found. Then consider the followingargumentpattern:
[A] Pyramidalcell activityis takingplace in Jones at time t.
is the process thatplaysthe rightkind
[B] Pyramidalcell activity
of causal role in explaining our use of the word 'pain'.
[D] Therefore,pain is takingplace in Jones at time t.
The inferencefrom [A] and [B] to [D] isjustifiedby the following
quite trivialinstantiationof our account of reference:
[C] Pain is the process that plays the rightkind of causal role
in our use of the word 'pain'.
Of course, the defender of physicalismmust defend the crucial
7Cf. Kripke 1972, 88 n. .38, where Kripke comments on a point made
by Robert Nozick that,in a sense, a descriptiontheoryof names would be
trivially
true iftherewere a reductiveanalysisof referenceof anykind. But
Kripkedisclaimsany attemptto give such a reductiveanalysis,and expresses doubt that there is one to be had.
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premise [B], but this is a purely contingent,entirelyphysicalist
claim-at least, it is if (b') is. The fact,if it is a fact,thatwe can
imagine pain withoutpyramidalcell activityor pyramidalcell activitywithoutpain, seems quite irrelevantto the defense of [B],
and since the conceptual analysisis an analysisof reference,it is
not clear that these possibilitiesare relevant to the truthof [C]
either.It maybe said thatepiphenomenalism shows that [C] is not
an a priori truth,but has no such impact on (c'). But if epiphenomenalismis coherent,we don't see whythe comparable doctrine
with respect to water or heat is not coherent. Suppose, for example, thatwe referto pains via a "causal fork"-a brain statecauses
both the pain and our uses of the word 'pain'. Why should an
analogous claim for 'water' be ruled out a priori? [C] and (c')
stand or fall together.
So while we agree withJackson that there must be some nonmagical storyto be told about how our words manage to refer,we
don't agree that such a storywill drive a wedge between reductionismabout waterand reductionismabout pain.
8. Can Jacksonand ChalmersMake Do withApproximateConceptual Analyses?
Jacksonemphasizes thatthere is an element of stipulationinvolved
in the a priori entailmentsfrom physicsof everythingoutside of
consciousness. In discussingthe example of the entailmentof the
factsof solidityfromphysics,he says,"That's what it takes,according to our concept, to be solid. Or at least it is near enough" (1993,
103). Near enough forwhat?His answeris: near enough forpractical purposes. "For our day to day trafficwith objects, it is the
mutual exclusion that matters [as opposed to being everywhere
dense], and accordinglyit is entirelyreasonable to rule thatmutual
exclusion is enough for solidity"(107).
But it can hardlybe assumed thatwhat mattersforpracticalpurposes is a priori.What mattersfor practical purposes depends on
the factsof psychologyand economics (for example). That is why
the agents in Rawls's "original position" need to know basic facts
of psychologyand economics. Introducing such a notion of approximationdoes not seem a promisingwayto avoid the problems
we have been raising for the a priori entailmentfrom physicsof
everythingoutside consciousness.
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9. The Upshot
To sum up, we have argued:
There is no reason to believe that reductive explanation of
factsabout phenomena described in our ordinaryfolkvocabulary requires conceptual analyses of the termsof thatvocabularyin microphysicalterms,and there is no reason to believe
that there are oftensuch analysesto be found.
Even if one had such an analysis (of the form "water is the
unique waterishstuff"),another assumptionof the argument
would stillfail,since the claim thatH20 is theunique waterish
stuffwould not be a microphysicalclaim. Given the possibility
of ghost water that covers part of the earth not covered by
physicalwater,it cannot follow from microphysicsthat water
covers60 percentof the earth. (Note thatthe ghostwaterpoint
is not directed at the claim that there are a priori conceptual
analyses of ordinaryfolk termsin microphysicalterms.Chalmers and Jackson say littleto support that claim and we have
given some reason to doubt it. We use the ghost examples to
show that even accepting the conceptual analyses, the water
factsdo not followa priori.)
It cannot be a priori that water = the occupant of the such
and such role, since in some circumstancesthe rightthingto
say is that a termpicks out the role itself-or is indeterminate
between the role and its occupant. And it remainsto be shown
that there is some more complicated analysis (for example, a
set of conditionals) that is reallya priori.
The claim thatwateris a waterishstuffmightbe a microphysical claim, but ifJackson and Chalmers tryto make do with
thisweaker premise,theirargumentfaces the followingdilemma: the allegedly a priori conceptual truththat water is the
unique waterishstuffeither has an existentialpresupposition
(that there is a unique waterishstuff),in which case it is sufficientfor the argument,but not knowable a priori,or else it
does not implythe existentialclaim, in which case it may be a
for the argument.
priori,but will be insufficient
Suppose it were agreed that no conceptual analysesfor natural
kind termslike 'water' and 'heat' are available, and so that there
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is no a priori entailmentof statementsabout waterby microphysical theoryand fact.What would the significanceof this be? Why
would it matterfordualism and the explanatorygap? Does it really
challenge the overall driftof the Levine-Jackson-Chalmers
point of
view?
The point of view thatwe are criticizingdepends on two claims
thatwe are accepting: first,thatJackson'sMary cannot deduce the
facts about what it is like to see red from the microphysicaland
functionalfacts;second, that there is no contradictionor incoherence in the extremezombie hypothesis,the idea of a microphysical
duplicate of one of us but with no consciousness-that is, even
witha full knowledge of microphysicsand the microphysicalstate
of a conscious human being, one could not come to know, by
reasoning from these facts,that the person was conscious. These
ideas are supposed to show that the factsof consciousness are not
a priorientailed by the microphysicalfacts.But we have been arguing that the factsabout waterare not a priori entailed by the microphysicalfactseitherTo derive 'The earth is 60 percent covered by
water' from microphysics,we need the a posteriori (necessary)
truththatwater = H20. But now we can see that even ifJackson's
and Chalmers's thoughtexperimentsshow somethingabout what
can be extracteda priori frommicrophysics,theydon't show any
disanalogybetween the concept of consciousness and the concept
of water.In particular,theydon't show that an identityclaim connecting consciousness with a kind of neurophysiologicalprocess
cannot be true, and cannot play a role in closing an explanatory
gap. (Note thatwe are not sayingthat the identitycloses the gap
all by itself.)Suppose thatthereis an a posterioritruthof the form
consciousness = brain state B. Recall the suggestionby Crick and
Koch, mentioned earlier,thatconsciousness is pyramidalcell activity.Then the factsof consciousness are necessitatedby the microphysicalfacts (though not entailed a priori). The factthatthe notion of an unconscious zombie is not a contradictioncuts no ice.
Without the help of a conceptual analysis,how might such an
identityclaim be justified?By using the kinds of methodological
consideration sketched in our discussion of simplicityabove-the
same kinds of considerationsthatare used tojustifythe claim that
water = H20. We said that simplicityconsiderations are not a
priori, but this is not really necessary to the argument. Let simplicitybe as a priorias you like. Whatevera prioristatussimplicity
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has will apply as well to reductiveexplanation of consciousness as
to reductiveexplanation of water.
Aftermaking the microphysicalworld,did God have to add consciousness? Not if the identityclaim is true, and we might have
reason to believe that it is, even withoutthe help of a conceptual
analysis.
10. The Two-DimensionalFramework
The conceptual analysisthesis,in the formthatwe have been discussingit,requires explicita prioriverbal analysesin microphysical
terms (or at least a priori sufficientconditions in microphysical
terms) of all concepts thatdo not involveconsciousness.This is an
incredible claim. The best candidates fora prioriconceptual analyses have been ones in which the terms of the analysisare in the
same "family"as the termanalyzed-for example, one mentalistic,
epistemic,and normativeconcept is analyzed in termsof others.
But the conceptual analyseswe are criticizingwould analyze ordinary terms in terms of a language (that of microphysics)that is
unknown to ordinarypeople.
However,there is no real commitmenton the part of the philosophers whose viewswe are criticizingto any such analyses.The
officialviewstatedbyJacksonand Chalmersis not thatthe relevant
concepts can really be given verbal analyses but that they have
meanings or intensionsof a particularkind. To spell out theiraccount, theyappeal to the well-knowntwo-dimensionalframework.
We will argue that this appeal misfires.The two-dimensionalaccount does nothing at all to motivatethe claim that there is an a
prioriaccessible conceptual component of content.If thereis such
a component, it can be represented in terms of the two-dimensional apparatus,but that apparatus providesnot the slightestreason to believe in it. Further,even if there is such a component, it
cannot be used to drivea wedge between consciousnessand realms
where physicalismis not controversial.
To motivatethe two-dimensionalapparatus,we willbegin byconsidering some familiarexternalistobjections to the kind of specificationof thewaterrolethatwe have been considering.It is argued
thatwe are not guaranteed a priorithatwateris the-or even anodorless drinkable liquid in riversand lakes that we have been
calling 'water', since it is not even guaranteed a priori thatwater
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is a liquid. There is a twin earth in which the stuffthat they call
'water' is H20, as here, but the stuffthat they call 'liquid' is virtually
all a slippery granular solid (White 1982). According to this story,
water is an exception, one that the residents of Twin Earth would
not call 'a liquid' if they knew the scientific facts. (Imagine that on
Twin Earth, water is rare.) Because (the argument goes) the counterfactual situation in which this story is true is a twin of ours, an
utterance is actually a priori only if the counterpart utterance in
that situation is a priori there. Since the counterpart of "water is
a liquid" is false there, it cannot be a priori true.
Note that the uses of 'liquid', 'solid', etc. that are assumed here
are "natural kind" uses. There are nonnatural kind uses which for
lack of a better term we will call "superficial" uses of these terms
according to which on the twin earth specified above, water is correctly called 'a liquid'. This fact may be used to motivate a reply,
namely that the sense of 'liquid' assumed in the reference-fixing
definition is the superficial sense. What is this superficial sense?
The idea is that just as 'water' is associated with a cluster of superficial properties that some other stuffcould possibly have, so 'liquid' is associated with superficial manifestations (which we might
abbreviate with 'liquidish', or 'the liquid role'). A spelling out of
the liquid role can be expected to reveal further terms that have
an externalist dimension, since as Tyler Burge and others have
persuasively argued, the dependence of meaning and content on
an external environment is not restricted just to natural kind
terms, but is pervasive, extending even to color terms (Burge
1978). The issue about how deep externalism goes is controversial,
and familiar from the extensive literature on narrow content. We
will not try to settle it here, since our point is just to motivate a
strategyfor bypassing the question by tryingto give a general method for abstracting away from the external component of content
without giving any particular conceptual analyses, yielding a general representation of the information that can be extracted from
concepts by understanding alone.
Grant that the meaning of a word, or of a concept,8 has an ex81t is a familiarpoint thattheword 'concept' is ambiguous,and we think
that equivocation on it is implicated in some of the confusions in the
application of the two-dimensionalapparatus. Sometimes 'concept' refers
to somethingabstractlike a meaning. Concepts are what predicates are
used to express,as propositionsare what sentences are used to say.Propositions are also the contents of thoughts (acts of thinking,states of be31
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ternaldimension; thatis, grantthatthe factthata word or concept
has a certain meaning is not a factwhollyabout the internalstate
of the speaker or thinker,and is not a factthatis available a priori
to everyonewho understands the word or possesses the concept.
This implies that the extension of one's concepts, and the truth
values of one's thoughts,may depend on external factsin two differentways. First,external facts contribute to determiningwhat
theircontentis, and second, theycontributeto determiningwhether and where a concept with that content is instantiated.That is,
firstthere are the facts,whatevertheyare, that make it true that
'water' refersto water (H,0), and second, there are factssuch as
that there is water (H20) covering the basement floor.Together,
these factsimplythatthe thoughtthatone would expresswiththe
sentence 'There is water all over the basement floor' is true. Now
even if the externalistdisputes the possibilityof conceptual analysis, he cannot dispute that extensionsand truthvalues depend on
the facts in these two differentways. The strategyof the two-dimensional analysis is to use this distinctionto separate out the
purelyconceptual component of content.
The world is all that is the case, and a possible world is all that
would be the case if thatworld were actual. So whateverexternal
(or internal) factsare relevantto the determinationof the content
of an expression or a concept, a specificationof a possible world
will include a specificationof those facts. So we can identifythe
purely internal,purely conceptual component of content with a
functionfrom possible worlds (or possible worlds centered on a
speaker or thinkerand a time) to contents.The value of the function-the contentin the ordinarysense of the relevantconcept or
expression-may itselfbe identifiedwitha functionfrompossible
worlds to extensions,so the conceptual component of contentwill
be a two-dimensional
intension-a functionfrom (centered) possible
ofwhat
livingg;concepts,in thissemanticsense,are perhapscomponents
to refer
is said and thought.Othertimes,by'concept'one is attempting
to a mentalanalogueofa predicate-a mentalwordratherthanwhatthe
to condistinction
mentalwordexpresses.If one appliesthe type-token
cepts,or ifone talksaboutthecontentofa concept,one is usingtheword
in thissense.It is controversial
whetherthereare conceptsin thislatter
role in thought,
senseand whetherif thereare, theyplayanysignificant
Chalmersin using'concept'in
butwe willgo alongfortheride,following
thissense.
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worlds to functionsfrompossible worlds to extensions (truthvalues, in the case of sentences). Or equivalently,it will be a function
takingtwo arguments-a centered world and a world-into an extension.
The reason that the firstargumentof the functionis a centered
world is that one and the same utterancetypecan occur in different contextswithin the same possible world. For example, water
and twinwater can exist in the same world; 'water' in one mouth
can pick out water and in another mouth pick out twinwater.So
the two-dimensionalintensions must be functions whose argumentsare more fine-grainedthan possible worlds:a centeredworld
is a world plus a designated spatiotemporallocation in the world.9
Given the two-dimensionalintension,we can define two other
kinds of intentions,whichin Chalmers's terminologyare called the
primaryand secondary intensions.The secondary intensionis the
ordinary intension, the one to which the externalistarguments
apply. It is the functionfrom worlds to extensions that are the
values of the two-dimensionalfunction.The primaryintension,like
the secondary intention,takesjust one argumentinto extensions,
though in this case the argument is a centered world. The value
of the primaryintension for a given centered world as argument
is defined to be the same as the value of the two-dimensionalintension for the pair of argumentsconsistingof the centered world
to get
and the same world, uncentered. Slightlymore intuitively,
the value of the primaryintension in a given world, ask what the
extension would be in that world considered as actual-what the
words as used in thatworldreferto in thatworld. If on counterfactual twinearth,there is XYZ (but no H20) in the relevantbathtub,
then we say (speaking in the actual world) that it is false that in
that counterfactualworld there is water in the tub. But our twin
there trulysays, "There is water in the tub." And if we associate
the same two-dimensionalintension with their utterance as with
we saythatthe secondary
ours, then using Chalmers's terminology,
intension (determined in the actual world) is a propositionthatis

91n other applications of this kind of framework,this complication is
not necessary since if it is a particular token utterance,rather than an
utterance type,that is associated with a two-dimensionalintension,then
both argumentsof the functioncan be simplypossible worlds.
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false on counterfactualtwinearth,while the primaryintension is
a propositionthat is true there.
A speaker or thinkerwho knows what the two-dimensionalintensionof some expressionis, and so who knowswhat the primary
intension is, might still be ignorant of the secondary intention,
which unlike the primaryintensionmayvaryfromworld to world.
It is thisvariationthatrepresentsthe dependence on externalfacts
to which the externalistpoints. But the primaryintensionis determined (by the two-dimensionalintension) independentlyof any
particularpossible world,and is supposed to representthe internal
component of content,the component that can be determined a
priori. 10
"?The abstract two-dimensionalsemantic apparatus has its origin in
work by Hans Kamp and Frank Vlach, extended and applied by David
Kaplan in his theoryof demonstratives.An importantpurelyabstractdevelopmentof two-dimensionalsemanticsis Segerberg1973. Stalnaker1978
is a more general application of the frameworkto semanticand pragmatic
phenomena, including the use of it to representKripke's distinctionsbetween a priori/a posterioriand necessary/contingent.Davies and Humberstone 1980, another application of the apparatus, is the source of the
terminology"world considered as actual" versus "world considered as
counterfactual."White 1982 applies a version of Kaplan's content/character distinctionto the language of thought. Stalnaker 1990 and Block
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So withoutworryingabout how to specifyits details,we can represent the water role simplyby identifyingit with the primaryintension of 'water'. All the problems that we have raised for conceptual analysismay now seem to disappear. First,recall our example of a counterfactualtwinearth in which our duplicates use
'water' to pick out water,but use 'liquid' to pick out a type of
substance (a slipperygranular solid) that doesn't include water.
This is a counterexample to any definitionof water that includes
the requirementthat it be a liquid, and to the assumption that it
is knowable a priori that water is a liquid. But the fact thatwater
is not correctlycalled 'a liquid' in this possible world does not
prevent the primaryintension of 'water' from picking out water
there.All it shows is that the primaryintensionof 'liquid' mayfail
to apply to something to which the primaryintension of 'water'
applies. A similar point can be made in response to the type of
consideration advanced by Burge (1978). Imagine a twinearth in
which you existjust as you are internallybut in which the words
'colorless', 'odorless', 'river', 'lake', and 'thirst-quenching'are all
used differently
by your language communityso as to make all of
these words fail to apply to water.Any of the familiarreferencefixingdefinitionswould be false (showing that theyare not really
a priori), but that needn't keep your word 'water' from picking
out water.If it does, then the (actual) primaryintensionof 'water'
still picks out water in that counterfactualworld. The coherence
of such twinearth scenarios mightbe disputed, but with the twodimensional apparatus, one can bypass that issue. The proposal
that we identifythe contentsof concepts with primaryintensions
avoids the problem of the rigidifieddescriptiontheoryby not defining'water' in words. The primaryintension is just a function
fromcentered worlds to extensions. So the primaryintensionfor
our term 'water' maps each world into the rightstuff,whetheror
not it is a liquid, and whetheror not the linguisticcommunityuses
words differently
from the way the uttererof 'water = H20' uses
them. The right stuffis the stuffthat is properlyrelated to our
uses and those of our language community.In any world in which
our word 'water' actuallypicks out something,the primaryintension will yield thatveryvalue (cf. White 1982).
1991 consider the use of the apparatus to define a notion of narrowcontent.
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Further,the primaryintensionapparatus appears to get around
the problemsof uniqueness thatwe discussedabove. If in factthere
is one thing that satisfiesthe primaryintension for (our actual
word) 'water' in the actual world, it is water.That is an a priori
conceptual truth,for afterall the primaryintension is simplydefined to ensure that this is true. Of course, some worlds have no
waterat all, and some worldshave a number of different
substances
thathave an equal claim to the waterrole, as withjade in the actual
world. As we suggestedabove, in some of the worldsin which it is
discovered that there are several kinds of stuffto which the term
'water' has been applied, it would be decided by rational and
knowledgeable speakers that there was no such thingas water;in
other such worlds,theywould decide thatwaterwas a disjunctive
kind; and in stillothers,theywould decide thatwater,despitewhat
was previouslythought,was reallya superficialkind, the term applyingto whateverhas certainsuperficialpropertiescommonlyassociated withwater.Since the primaryintension (of ourword 'water' in the actual world) is determined by what rational and appropriatelyinformedspeakers would say in the differentpossible
worlds,thisintensionwill therefore,by definition,account forany
of these possibilities.
So, it seems, none of the objections we have raised to referencefixingconceptual analyses apply to primaryintentions.So let us
just identifythe water role with the primaryintension of 'water',
and use that as our definitionin Jackson's pattern of argument.
Reflectionon the primaryintension togetherwiththe microphysical factsabout thisworldis enough to determinethatH2O satisfies
that primaryintension, that is, that H20 = the unique waterish
stuff.So we have achieved the Holy Grail: it is an a prioriconceptual truth that if H20 covers 60 percent of the globe and H20
satisfiesthe 'water'-primary
intension,thenwatercovers60 percent
of the globe!
We hope that the reader is by now a littlesuspicious. How can
so littledo so much? Have we reallysucceeded, by thissimple and
perfectlygeneral abstractmaneuver,in identifyingand isolating,
for any expression,a component of its content that both is accessible a priori to anyone who understands the expression and will
do the required work in Jackson's argument?We will argue that
thisapparatus contributesnothingto the identificationof a purely
conceptual or a priori knowable component of the content of a
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concept, or to the support of a claim that there is such a thingto
be identified.At best, it provides a framework
forrepresenting
such a
should there be one to be represented.And we will also
component,
argue that even if it is granted,for the sake of the argument,that
termssuch as 'water' have primaryintensionsthat are available a
priori,thatwill not sufficeto supportJackson'sformof argument.
Second point first:suppose 'water' has a primaryintension-say
X-and that it is knowable a priori that water has this primary
intention.Consider the paradigm argument,put in termsof primaryintensions:
(a) 60 percent of the globe is covered by H20.
(b) H2O = the satisfierof X (the primaryintensionof 'water').
(c) Water = the satisfierof X.
Therefore,
(d) 60 percent of the globe is covered by water.
For the argumentto succeed in showingthat (d) is entailed on
conceptual grounds by the microphysicalfacts,it is required that
(c) be a conceptual truth,and that (b) be a microphysicaltruth.
The firstwe are grantingfor the moment, but it should be immediatelyobvious that the apparatus of primaryintensionsdoes
nothing to show the second. What (b) says is that the primary
intensionof 'water' maps the actual world onto exactlyone item,
H20. But we can conclude that this is a microphysicalfactonly if
it is assumedthat microphysicalfactsdetermine or include all the
facts.The primaryintentionof 'water'is a functionthattakesWEarth
to water,WT11ilnEarthto twinwater,etc. But we can't, withoutbegging
the question, take for granted that the microphysical
descriptionof
WEarthl describes only WEarth,. Suppose there are two microphysically
indiscernible possible worlds, WEarth and WSuiper Twin Earth- Suppose
furtherthat there are primaryintensionsthat take WEarth to H90,
but WSviper Twin Earth to something else. (Primaryintensionsare just
functions,and given any differencein inputs, there will be some
functionsthatyield a differencein outputs.) If this is true for the
primaryintension of 'water', then (b) will be a fact, but not a
microphysicalfact, or even supervenient on the microphysical
facts.Unless we assume that the microphysicalfactsdetermineall
the facts,or at least that the value of the primaryintension for
'water' depends only on microphysicalfactsin the worlds thatare
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the argumentsto the function,the argumentwon't work. If our
candidate conceptual analysiswere an explicitverbal definition,in
the vocabulary of microphysics,then we could be sure that the
analogue of premise (b) was a microphysicaltruth,but once we
move to the more abstractand unconstrained representationof
we
meaning given by the two-dimensionalintensionalframework,
can no longer assume that this premise is necessitated by microphysical theory,and even if we could assume this,it is not clear
what it would mean to say that this premise is deducible a priori
frommicrophysics.In any case, ifwe do allow ourselvesto assume
that it is a microphysicaltruththat H20 is the satisfierof the primary intension of 'water',whydo we not have equal justification
to assume that it mightbe a microphysicaltruthabout the actual
world thatpyramidalcell activityis the satisfierof the primaryintension of 'consciousness'?
Earlier (in section 5) we discussed Jackson's remark that the
medical professionwould be outraged at the claim that theyhave
not shown that fairiesdon't cause cancer. Our response was that
although doctors can certainlyrule out fairiesas a cause of cancer,
the claim that fairiesdon't cause cancer should not be regarded
as literallya part of or deducible a priorifromtheirtheories.The
discussion of the last paragraph shows that there is some value in
translatingthe discussion into two-dimensionalterms,since doing
so revealsmore starklythatthe microphysicalpremise inJackson's
argumentdepends on the hidden assumptionthatthe microphysical factsdetermine all the facts.
Let us now move to the other question: whetherthe two-dimensional apparatus providesa reason to believe thatanythingwiththe
formof (c) is a conceptual truth.One mightbe temptedto think
that the two-dimensionalframeworkprovides a recipe for determining the primaryintension of any expression in the following
way: Everyone can agree that the world-all that is the case-contains enough informationto determinethe semanticvalues (intensions of whateverkind, extensions,senses, contents,or whatever
semanticvalues happen to be) of any expressionthathas a semantic value. So everyonecan agree thatifwe are given an expression
and a set of possible worlds in each of which the expression has
some semanticvalue, thiswill determinea functiontakingthe possible worlds into the semantic values, whatevertheyare, that the
expressionhas in thatworld.If the values are secondaryintentions,
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then thisfunctionwill be a two-dimensionalintensionthatwill determinea primaryintension.But is thisthe relevant
two-dimensional intention?We doubt that it is, since thisfunctionis not itselfa
kind of meaning that the expression has, but is a representation
of the possiblemeanings thatit mighthave. Primaryintensions,understood thisway,are like the primaryweightsof physicalobjects.
Ordinary weight,which we might call 'secondary weight', is an
empirical propertyof physicalobjects, but we can also define the
primaryweightof a thing in the followingway:Primaryweightis
a propertyof a physical object that is knowable a priori: it is a
functionthattakes any possible world and time into the secondary
weight of the thing at that time. So, for example, you know the
primaryweightofAlexander the Great ifyou could inferhis weight
at any time in any possible world in which he existsfroma complete descriptionof that possible world. There is a world in which
he is a giant of 500 pounds, and the value of the functionforthat
world is 500 pounds. There is another in which he is a skinny120
pounds, and the value for thatworld is 120 pounds. And so forth.
Obviously,this is not somethingyou need empirical information
to be able to do.
Now consider the Englishword 'coumarone'. Do you knowwhat
it means?" Perhaps not, but if primaryintensionsare determined
in the waywe have suggested,then you knowitsprimaryintention.
That is, if you were told enough about the world,or about any
possible world, then withoutleaving your armchairyou would be
able to tell what that word meant and referredto in that world.
Suppose that for all you know,our world mightbe one in which
'coumarone' refersto an extinctflightlessbird. There is surelya
possible world in which the word (or at least one orthographically
like it) has such a meaning, and there is a two-dimensionalintension that takes the actual world into the actual meaning of 'coumarone' and thiscounterfactualworldinto the meaning thatit has
there. Functions are cheap-there are lots of differenttwo-dimensional intensions that could be defined-but is this the relevant
one for thatword?
One might reply that the relevant two-dimensionalintentions
are fixed by the dispositionsthat the speaker has in virtueof un11In case you are curious, it is another colorless liquid, not H20, but
C6H4OCHCH. But of course it is not knowablea priorithatthatis whatit is.
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derstanding,or being a competent user of, the term in question,
and so the referenceof the word 'coumarone' in possible worlds
which are compatible with the beliefs only of speakers who don't
understand the word are not relevant.But this replyrequires an
account of how two-dimensionalintensionsare determinedthatis
differentfromthe one we are considering,an account thathas not
been provided. What exactlydoes one have to know to be a competentuser of the term'coumarone'? Is thereanyreason to believe
that one can isolate a purelyconceptual component of the knowledge of competentusers of the term?The abstracttwo-dimensional
frameworkitselfis silent on these questions.
it may be suggested that the coumarone example
Alternatively,
is illicitbecause we are imagining speakers whose dispositionsto
use the word 'coumarone' are differentfrom ours, or, better,for
whom the functionalrole of 'coumarone is differentfrom ours.
But this condition smuggles in a functionalisttheoryof concepts
(via a functionalisttheory of concept possession), and if we are
prepared to buy that,it is unclear whywe also need the primary
intension theory.If the functionalisttheory of concepts presupposes that there are analyticinferencesthat provide a purelyconceptual component of the knowledgeof competentusers,thatpresuppositionwould have to be justified.If it does not suppose this,
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we will have to deal with the familiarholism problem of nonanalyticfunctionalism.How, and in what ways,can people differin
roles for a word while still expressing the same concept by that
word?
If the relevanttwo-dimensionalintensionis the one determined
in the waywe have been suggesting,then it may,in a trivialsense,
be knowable a priori,but it won't do the work that needs to be
done in the paradigm argument.Whynot? The reason is thatsince
it is not a kind of meaning, intuitionssuch as those appealed to
in thoughtexperimentsaboutJackson'sMary,or about Chalmers's
zombies, are not relevantto the limitsof thisprimaryintensionfor
'consciousness'. No one will deny thatthe word 'consciousness', or
at least a word thatis phonologicallyand orthographicallyindistinguishable fromit, mighthave referredto some brain process (or
to a flightlessbird,forthatmatter).But is a possible worldin which
'consciousness' refersto a brain process a world in which the primaryintension of ourword 'consciousness' has a secondaryintension that picks out a brain process, or is it a world in which the
word 'consciousness' has a differentprimaryintension from the
one it has in our world?
The primaryintensionsdefined by the procedure we have outfrom the actual and possible secondary intenlined are derivative
sions that a word has. To get the value of the primaryintensionat
a given world,just find the secondary intension thatthe word has
in thatworld,and the extension that it determines.But Chalmers
insiststhat the primaryintentionshe is talkingabout are not derivativein this way.To determine the primaryintension of some
concept, it is just irrelevantwhat meaning the concept wouldhave
if used in some other possible world. It is ourconcept, as used in
the actual world, that determines the referentin other possible
worlds. "Given an individual'sconcept in thought,we can assign a
primaryintension corresponding to what it will pick out depending on how the actual world turnsout" (Chalmers 1996, 65). "We
can retain the concept from our own world, and consider how it
applies to other worlds considered as actual" (366). Recall that,
for Chalmers, a concept is somethinglike a mental word-a syntacticor quasi-syntactic
object. It is not a meaning, but something
that has a meaning. But of course a word (or a concept, in this
sense) will "pick out" or refer to something in a world only in
virtueof its semanticproperties-its meaning. So when we consid41
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er how a concept fromour own world applies in other worlds,we
are consideringthe interpretedconcept-the concept withits actual meaning. On the interpretationof primaryintentions that
Chalmers is rejecting,the meaning used to "pick out" an extension for the concept in a given possible world was the meaning
that it had in that world. On Chalmers's intended interpretation,
we "retain" the meaning the concept has in the actual world,asking whatextensionit determinedin a givencounterfactualpossible
world "considered as actual." But now we can see a dilemma: to
get the primary intention, we carry our concept around from
world to world, taking its actual meaning with it, to see what it
picks out. In the case of our 'water' concept, the resultis supposed
to be that it picks out water on Earth, twinwater on Twin Earth,
etc. But what is it exactlythatwe carry,or "retain," fromworld to
world?If it is the meaning in the ordinarysense (the "wide" meaning, or secondary intension), then it does notpick out twinwater
on Twin Earth, since as Putnam taught us 'water' refersto water
(H20) everywhere(or to nothing in situationswhere there is no
water). So it mustbe the narrowmeaning-the purelyconceptual
content-that is retained. But the primaryintension (or perhaps
the two-dimensionalintention), is supposed to be the explication
of narrow,or purely conceptual, content. So this answer is of no
help in explaining what the primaryintension of a concept is. All
that is being said is that the primaryintension of a concept is the
functionthat yields,for each possible world, the value of its primaryintensionfor thatworld.
We can agree that if a word has a conceptual content that is
available to anyone who understands the word, then this content
mightbe usefullyrepresentedby a two-dimensionalintention,but
the apparatus by itselfgivesno supportto the hypothesisthatthere
ratherthanexplainsor
is such a content.The apparatus presupposes,
justifies,the distinctionsthat are required to factorthe content of
a concept into a priori and external components.
Chalmers does say some things about how to think about the
primaryintensions of our concepts, and so about what the facts
are that give a concept its primaryintension:we should reflecton
what we should (not would, but would if rational) say if we were
to findout certainthingsabout the actual world.If we were to find
out that the colorless odorless drinkable (more or less) stuffin
riversand lakes is XYZ, we would conclude thatwateris (necessar42
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ily) XYZ. If we found thatsuch stuffis not reallya liquid, we would
have found out, and we should say,thatwateris not a liquid. (But
isn't it also true thatifwe were to learn thatthe word 'coumarone'
referredto an extinctflightlessbird,we would conclude thatcoumarones-as we would put it-are extinctflightlessbirds?) This
seems to be armchair reasoning, reflectionthat does not include
any obvious referenceto real experiments,so it is temptingto conclude that this reflectionjust unfolds our concepts in a totallya
priori way.But what this conclusion misses is that our reasoning
about the proper epistemicresponse in various counterfactualsituations is informednot only by our concepts, but by implicitand
explicit theories and general methodological principles that we
have absorbed through our scientificculture-by everythingthat
the "we" who are performingthese thoughtexperimentsbelieve.
What people should rationallysay in response to various hypothesized discoverieswill vary depending on their experience, commitmentsand epistemicpriorities.
We need not, however,put any weight on the claim that the
methodologicalprinciplesand prioritiesthatwe use to answersuch
questions are not a priori,or on any assumptionsabout what is or
is not properlysaid to be part of conceptual content.The crucial
question, for the issue we have been discussing in this paper, is
whether a relevant contrast can be shown between the relation
betweenwaterand H20 on the one hand and the relationbetween
consciousness and some brain process on the other.
Suppose, to tryto get at the primaryintentionof the word 'consciousness', in the way suggested by Chalmers, we ask how "we"
should respond if the neurophysiologicaland behavioral evidence
were to provide dramaticsupport for the conclusion that there is
(at least) a strongcorrelationbetween phenomenal consciousness
and a certainveryspecifickind of brain process (for example, the
kind suggested in the work of Crick and Koch discussed above).
Further,suppose that the clusterof propertiesthat a functionalist
mightbe inclined to use to define phenomenal consciousness (the
consciousness role) could be explained in termsof thisbrain process. A philosopher with physicalistleanings in such a possible
worldmightreasonablyconclude thatthese factswouldjustifyidentifyingconsciousness withthe brain process. So an actual philosopher with such inclinations might reasonably conclude that the
value of the function that is the primaryintension of our word
43
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'consciousness' for this possible scenario is thisbrain process,just
as the value of the 'water' primaryintensionforour world is H20.
Jacksonand Chalmerswould presumablydisagreewiththisconclusion. Is thisdispute a purelyconceptual or semanticone, a dispute
that shows that these differentphilosophers use the word 'consciousness' with differentprimaryintentions?We doubt it, but
howeverthe disagreementis characterized,the issue does not seem
to be differentin principlefromissues about the kind of scientific
reduction and explanation thatLevine,Jackson,and Chalmersare
tryingto contrastwith the issue about the explanation of consciousness.
Consider once again an analogue of the paradigm argumentfor
the case of a conscious state.
(a*) Pyramidalcell activitywas rampant in medieval prisons.
(b*) Pyramidalcell activity= the satisfierof the primaryintension of 'pain'.
(c*) Pain = the satisfierof the primaryintensionof 'pain'.
Therefore,
(d*) Pain was rampant in medieval prisons.
Our point is that there could be compelling motivationfor (b*)
and that (c*) has whatevera priori status (c) above has.
In the firstnine sections of this paper, we discussed physicalism
and reductiveexplanation in the contextof putativeexplicitverbal
analyses in microphysicalterms of such ordinaryconcepts as life
and water We expressed skepticismabout whethersuch concepts
are a priori analyzable in microphysicalterms (or whetherthere
are microphysicalsufficientconditions for their application). But
Jacksonand Chalmers are skepticaltoo, regardingeverysuch analysis that they mention as only an approximation. To go beyond
approximation,theyrecommend the two-dimensionalframework
thatwe have been discussingin thissection.But as we have pointed
out here, the two-dimensionalapparatus does not in any wayhelp
to isolate an a priori conceptual component of content,but-at
least as used byJackson and Chalmers-merely presupposes that
there is such a thing.
We have made three major points in this section
(1) We argued earlier that there is no reason to believe reduc44
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tive explanation requires conceptual analyses of the sort
"Water is the odorless, colorless liquid that...." The move
to primaryintentionsdoes not get around these considerations.
(2) The claim thatH20 is the (or even a) satisfierof the primary
intension of 'water' is not a microphysicalclaim.
(3) The a priori statusof the claim thatwater is the satisfierof
the primaryintension of 'water' does not escape the main
criticismsapplied to itsless technicalpredecessor.And whatever a priori statusit does have applies equally to the claim
that pain is the satisfierof the primaryintentionof 'pain'.
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